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Elvis, Princess Diana, and Pope John Paul II are undoubtedly still alive today, thanks to their devoted followers who love, admire, and consume them. The Faithful, a new film by writer/director Annie Berman, powerfully explores the magnetic appeal of three of the most photographed figures of our time.

A Pope John Paul II lollipop. An Elvis Presley shower curtain. A Princess Diana teacup. These are just some of the countless pieces of memorabilia that these pop culture icons’ most devoted fans collect and cherish – but why? The Faithful’s director, Annie Berman, explores the deep veneration and legacies of the Pope, the Princess, and the King. Over the course of 20 years, Berman profiles these figures’ biggest fans and makes numerous pilgrimages to Vatican City, Graceland, and Kensington Palace. As the years go by, the film itself becomes increasingly entwined with Berman’s daily life and identity, much like how the officially licensed knick-knacks define the fans she filmed.
DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

I was born the same year Elvis Presley died, 1977, and grew up without any connection to him. And yet, like most of us, I have an image of Elvis permanently etched in my mind, and no idea how it got there.

The Faithful represents my twenty-year journey through the world of images and representations of three global icons: Elvis Presley, Pope John Paul II, and Diana Princess of Wales. It was a quest launched by... a lollipop. Not just any lollipop, but a rainbow swirl, found on a cart at the Vatican, emblazoned with the image of Pope John Paul II. This “pope pop” triggers intense questions about worship, consumerism, and media representation - inspiring me to visit Graceland, Vatican City and Kensington Palace with my cameras, intent on creating my own images.

What began as a voyeuristic encounter slowly enveloped me, the person behind the camera. I found myself returning year after year to the annual rituals, making my own pilgrimage, obsessively collecting more and more footage. A meditation on art, religion, and commerce becomes a personal transformation as the once cynical woman-with-a-movie-camera finds a deeper sense of purpose. I began to see myself in the faithful, understanding that my pursuit was part of a bigger more universal quest.

The film is a first-person journey structured by the process of shooting and constructing the film itself. I combine my DV camera footage, super-8 film reels, still photographs, animation, and my own reflective voiceover to reveal my own role in the process, and how images are always representations. My unobtrusive DV-cam location shooting style helped foster intimate relationships with my subjects over the course of twenty years and 200 hours of footage. These close relationships allowed for moments of unfiltered candidness. I raise more questions than answers so as to allow the viewer the pleasure of discovery.

ABOUT THE RELEASE

The film opened in New York during Elvis Week Friday, August 13th, 2021 at The Maysles Documentary Center followed by nationwide Oscar-qualifying theatrical engagements in October. Plus, a special Memphis premiere screening and Q&A Saturday, August 14th, 2021 in-person at Crosstown Arts in partnership with IndieMemphis, programmed by Miriam Bale, and an in-person film festival premiere at Camden International Film Festival, 2021. It is now continuing its festival run while entering the educational market. A wider consumer release is anticipated Summer 2023.
Annie Berman (Producer, Director, Writer, Cinematographer, Narrator, Co-Editor)

Media artist living and working in New York City, Annie Berman was named one of Independent Magazine’s 10 Filmmakers to Watch, her films, videos, performances, and installations have shown internationally in galleries, festivals, universities, and conferences, including the MoMA Documentary Fortnight, Rooftop Films, Galerie Patrick Ebensperger Berlin, Kassel Hauptbahnhof, Spring / Break Art Show, Flux Factory, Babycastles Gallery, and the Rome Independent Film Festival where she was awarded the Best Experimental Film Prize. Her work has received support from the Puffin Foundation, the New York State Council on the Arts, Wave Farm, Grant for the Web, the Leonard Bernstein Festival of the Arts, the Center for Independent Documentary, Signal Culture, The Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and UnionDocs. She holds an MFA in Integrated Media Art from Hunter College, and is a member of the Brooklyn Filmmakers Collective.

Andre Valentim Almeida (Editor)

Andre is an award-winning filmmaker whose work has screened at MoMA, the Carpenter Center for Visual Arts, and DocLisboa. His most recent film, The Quest of the Schooner Creoula, was awarded Best Film from the Doc Alliance, presented at Cannes.

Andrew Kirwan (Sound Designer, Mixer)

With a strong interest in film, TV drama and documentaries, Andy enjoys creating unusual and emotive sound. Andy has worked as a Sound Designer and Editor on animation, film, TV drama and documentaries. Some of his sound edit credits for feature and drama include Zone 414, My Salinger Year and the IFTA-nominated The Image You Missed and he has mixed for Kathleen (short film) and Beb and Peep (animation short). He won the Irish Animation Award (alongside Sol O’Carroll) for his work on Danger Mouse, and he has also worked on Boulder Media’s Micro-nauts, Brown Bag Film’s Bing and Butterbean Cafe and RTE’s Myago.
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PRESS QUOTES & CLIPS

“Ruminative, haunting, and strange”
- Peter Keough, The Boston Globe

A San Francisco Chronicle Pick of the Week!

“We are centuries away from the days in which churches would collect relics — such as the embalmed finger of a saint or a vial of a saint’s blood. Berman’s film shows that human nature hasn’t quite moved off from those earlier times. The need behind those impulses — the desires to connect and transcend and stave off a sense of aloneness remain ever present.”
- Mick LaSalle, San Francisco Chronicle

“Brilliant. This documentary is experimental film at its finest, an unsettling look at kitsch from those drawn to it like a moth to a flame.”
- William Schwartz, Book & Film Globe

“Remarkable. A fascinating examination of three cultural icons and how they are remembered . . . You may believe you know who they were, but it takes an artist like Berman to show you something you hadn’t imagined.”
- John W. Sparks, Memphis Flyer

“My favorite film we’ve screened!”
- Matthew Meier, Associate Programmer, USC School of Cinematic Arts

“Hauntingly poetic.”
- Jackson Murphy, Lights Camera Jackson

“A Must See!”
- The Movie Gourmet
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